
 

PHOTO SHOOT PREP 

Equestrian Sessions 
Horses -  
Well Groomed, braided or banded and hooves polished if necessary. 
Warmed up if it's an under saddle session. 
If more than one horse in the image, practice standing them together in advance so we know 
they'll stand nicely with each other. 

Riders - 
Clothing selected and proper tack (cleaned) if in photo. 
If strapless clothing, be aware of tan lines, as those cannot be removed in photos. 

Dogs -  
Groomed and not played with in advance. We love dogs and we don't want them panting. 

Have someone available who can get ears up. And bring a grooming bucket with a 
slobber rag, fly spray, etc. for the horses. Bring a clean rag and any extra makeup 
for people in the case that they sweat or get shiny. 

Ad Work - 
Horses take the time they take to be photographed. So for proper ad work, we don't rush. 
We are there for as long as it takes. But it's a good idea to have examples of what you'd like 
shot or a general idea of what you'd like your ad to look like. 

And lastly, remember to have fun! We horse folks are special and when you get a 
chance to make a little magic, then enjoy the time! 

 Family Sessions  
Clothing - 
Coordinate colors & style for a nice family grouping. 

Children - 
Bring snacks and favorite toys for the youngsters. Stay away from snacks that will leave 
color on faces. 
Bring makeup, hair supplies, and clothing accessories for teens. 

Feel free to make a list of who you'd like in what images and send that onto the 
photographer. That way no one gets missed. 

With just a few simple things, your shoot can run smoothly and turn out beautifully! 
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